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SKOGSBERG & SMART 
 
Skogsberg & Smart is a dynamic, innovative luxu-
ry goods company specialised in creating bespoke 
home accents. Founded in 2008 with the launch of 
the signature hand blown Hurricane Lamp, Skogs-
berg & Smart has since created a number of exqui-
site glass pieces to compliment any sophisticated 
environment. 

The intricate, daring designs are made by highly 
skilled artisans in the Czech territory of Bohemia, 
home of the world’s most famous glass blowers.
All of Skogsberg & Smart’s pieces are hand blown
and hand painted, ensuring that each and every one 
is unique and original. 

The eponymous company is owned by Magnus 
Skogsberg and Mimmi Smart; with over 30 years of 
combined creative experience in the advertising and 
media fields they established Skogsberg & Smart to 
channel their own ingenuity.





CLASSIC COLLECTION 
 
Hurricane Classic in Silver, Gold, Bronze and Rosé, 
are hand-painted in metallic colours which gives the 
lamp a vibrant and very special transparent glow in 
lit conditions. Hurricane Classic White are made in 
opaline glass.They give a warm and soft light when 
they light in the dark. 

Every piece is one-of-a–kind with its own unique 
variations, creating the most beautiful light possible. 
The signature fire polished edge gives the lamp its 
quality trademark.















CRYSTAL COLLECTION 
 
Magnificently cut by skilled craftsmen using Bohemian 
crystal, this lamp illuminates your home with artful 
brilliance.The reflection from the shards creates
a truly unique light.
 
Mix it with the other sizes and colours to create a 
bespoke feel to your home.









SODA COLLECTION 
 
Hurricane Soda is created by using an ancient tech-
nique employed by traditional craftsman of adding 
sodium carbonate during the manufacturing process. 
This enables bubbles to appear, like magic,
inside the glass. 

Each piece is entirely unique in its appearance, some 
with many bubbles and some with just a few, forming 
a distinctive pattern in each lamp.









BOULE COLLECTION 
 
The optic bubbles in Hurricane Boule create a shim-
mering light with a cool 70’s vibe. Available in four 
colours; Clear, Amber, Green and Smokey Blue,  
they will add interest to any home. 

The bubbles, created in a cast-iron mold, gives each 
Hurricane Boule its own unique pattern and  
uxuriously weighty feel.













BOULE PERFUMED CANDLE 
 
The Hurricane Boule Perfumed Candle is truly  
a Boule with benefits. The fragrances Night Fever  
and Morning Glory are created by one of the best  
perfume noses in the world.  
 
The candle is made with premium quality Eco Soy 
wax and when the candle has burned out, wash  
the inside with liquid soap and your lantern lives  
a second life. Morning Glory becomes a beautiful 
white Hurricane Boule lamp and Night Fever  
becomes a stunning black Hurricane Boule vase.

Voilà - your benefits right there!







Bellmansgatan 26, 11847, Stockholm 
info@skogsbergsmart.com 
www-skogsbergsmart.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Official distributor for Germany, Austria, Switzerland,  
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and the balearic Islands. 

 
+49 (0) 40 300 501 6000 

info@cdl-lifestyle.com 
www.cdl-lifestyle.com


